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Welcome to our 2021 
Impact Report

In 2021, The Immigrant Council of Ireland celebrated its 20th year in existence. Today
the Immigrant Council continues to play a vital role in the support of migrant
communities in Ireland, as well as in shaping Ireland’s approach to immigration and
integration. Throughout the global pandemic, which impacted all of our lives and the
work of the organisation, the Immigrant Council continued to deliver its services and
support to the highest standards. While remaining in a position of majority remote
working, the staff and board of directors of the organisation exhibited exemplary
commitment to the continuance of the organisation, its vision and its goals. 

2021 was a busy year for the organisation. Our services continued their support to
those seeking information on their rights and entitlements through our national
helpline services, as well as those who accessed the wide array of information
resources on our website. Our legal team provided legal advice, support and
representation to a complex range of immigration cases, including dedicated
assistance to those who have experienced human trafficking and vulnerable child
migrants. We supported our first legal case to Supreme Court level, providing an
outstanding example of our commitment to ensuring access to justice for the most
marginalised in our society. Our Anti-Racism service supported those who have
experienced discrimination and hate, and we provided Anti-Racism and Diversity
training to community, public and private institutions across Ireland. We empowered
the political representation of migrants through the voter registration training of
people from a migrant background, as well as running our innovative Migrant-
Counsellor Internship Scheme for those interested in getting involved in local politics.
We supported improved responses to the issue of gender based violence and human
trafficking impacting migrant women through our service delivery, our innovative
Community Navigators outreach programme, and the training of frontline services
across Ireland on the indicators of human trafficking. 

We collaborated with other civil society, both in Ireland and across Europe, through
the TRIPs and COALESCE projects (focussing on the integration needs of survivors of
human trafficking) and the Beyond Exploitation campaign which seeks improve the
responses to migrant women who are exploited in prostitution. These are but a flavour
of the many accomplishments of the Immigrant Council in 2021, as we continue our aim
of ensuring that those who come to Ireland are treated with dignity and equality.
 
The recognition of the work of the staff team in 2021 was exemplified in various ways,
such as our National Lottery Good Causes Award. Most importantly, however, we take
pride in the recognition our team receive from the many who access our services,
empowerment programmes and trainings. Achieving better outcomes for those whom
we seek to support is our primary metric of success, and in that way 2021 was another
landmark year for the organisation. 

We thank all those who support us and offer our continued solidarity with migrant
communities in Ireland. 
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The Immigrant Council of Ireland is a human
rights organisation and Independent Law
Centre. 

We support and advocate for the rights of
immigrants and their families and act as a
catalyst for public debate, legal and policy
change.

We are rights-based, supporting justice and
equality for all
We respect and support the empowerment of
migrants and work in solidarity
We embrace and promote diversity and
inclusion
Gender equality is central to our work
We work in partnership and collaboration to
achieve our goals
We are innovative in our approaches and
value an evidence-based approach
We practice good governance

IMMIGRANT COUNCIL OF IRELAND 
VISION, MISSION & VALUES

Vision
Our vision is a society that is fair, respects
human rights and diversity and is committed to
everyone, including people from a migrant
background, having the opportunity to fulfil
their potential.

Mission

Values
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3,657 queries 
answered by our 

Immigration Helpine.
Over 300 legal cases

supported. 

Nearly 100 victims of
racism provided

emotional & practical
support by our Anti-

racism Support
Service

IMMIGRANT COUNCIL OF IRELAND:
WHAT WE DID IN 2021

The Immigrant Council team may be small, but it is perfectly
formed. Combining a wide variety of experience, skills and

talents, we are more effective as a team than as individuals.

14 expert staff
members from 9

migrant backgrounds

100+ training workshops
carried out involving over

1,800 participants

83 unaccompanied
child migrants

provided dedicated
immigration

support through 
our  KIND project in
collaboration with
the Irish Refugee
Council and law

firms
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SNAPSHOT - 2021: A YEAR IN ACTION
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The Immigrant Council of Ireland celebrates its 20th year in existence working to
defend and advance migrant rights across Ireland.

Our 2nd annual Irish National Integration Conference takes place virtually with over
40 speakers & 1,000 attendees exploring different integration topics including best
practices, access to citizenship, the Black Lives Matter movement, and much more.

Immigrant Council calls on State to improve legislative rights for stateless people
following report by the European Network on Statelessness showing Ireland's failure
in meeting international standards in legal protection.

Immigrant Council absorbs the Show Racism the Red Card anti-racism awareness
campaign | 15 migrant activists take part in our pilot Migrant Electoral Empowerment
Programme to learn the fundamentals of election campaigning.

Immigrant Council receives Good Causes Award from the National Lottery of Ireland.

COALESCE project launched in collaboration with leading anti-human trafficking
organisations across the EU, researching the integration needs of victims of
trafficking.

Annual Trafficking in Persons report from US State Department places Ireland for the
second year on a national watchlist for failing to adequately address the issue of
human trafficking in Ireland.

Migrant Leadership Academy takes place, helping to enhance the leadership and
community organising skills of 15 migrant activists over a period of 8 weeks.

Launch of the Immigrant Council's Community Navigators service, training 5 migrant
women to provide information and support to migrants in their communities
experiencing domestic violence.

Launch of our TRIPS project European report highlighting the specific needs of
trafficked beneficiaries of international protection

Immigrant Council launches new specialised immigration clinics for migrant women
in the West of Ireland experiencing gender based violence.

Immigrant Council Helpline supports migrants applying for Undocumented
Regularisation Scheme & Afghanistan Assistance Programme.
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We Empower

Our first duty is to empower people from a migrant background to understand and claim their
own rights. 

We work closely with people to ensure their rights are upheld and wider law reform is
achieved, providing helpline support to thousands and more specialised legal support to
those who need it. 

Immigration Helpline
Our Immigration Helpline (01-674-0200) offers free, confidential advice and support on all
immigration matters. Since the Helpline first launched we have observed a steady increase in
inquiries year after year, further illustrating the confusion and uncertainty felt by migrants
navigating the Irish immigration system. Fortunately our Helpline team is there to answer
questions and to empower migrants with knowledge to claim their rights.

 
In 2021 our dedicated staff answered 

3,657 helpline queries

Reach of our information service

100% reach across Ireland Calls from 136 different 
nationalities

from 85 countries outside Ireland

Global reach:

469 queries
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Immigration Helpline

The work of our small helpline team was extended in 2021 thanks to a pro bono
partnership with legal firm Arthur Cox where we trained over 60 solicitors to help
answer queries on our Immigration Helpline.

68 volunteers
trained and supported the helpline
(open Mon, Tues, Thurs, Fri 10am-1pm
and 7-9pm on Tuesday evenings)

Top 5 issues handled by our Helpline in 2021:

Residence Issues 30% 
(1,079 calls)

Citizenship 21% (757 calls)

Employment 8% (301 calls)

Family
Reunification 18% (664 calls)

EU Treaty Rights 14% (500 calls)
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including immigration registrations &
renewals



Hamda is one of the Immigrant Council’s Community
Navigators, trained to provide free, confidential
information to migrant women finding themselves in
situations of domestic violence across the country. As a
navigator, Hamda serves as a bridge connecting
migrants with available services, as well as providing
outreach to Indian and Pakistani communities in
Ireland.

Community Navigators

5 Migrant
women

received expert training on Irish
immigration law and public
supports to provide guidance
for victims of domestic abuse

Meet one of our Community Navigators
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In 2021 we were delighted to launch a new initiative to provide free info
and support to migrants experiencing domestic abuse. 5 migrant women
were trained to be Community Navigators, acting as a bridge between
State services and supports and migrant communities.

“As a Community Navigator I see the terrible impact domestic violence has on victims.
Our service only began this September and already our team of six navigators have
helped more than thirty victims experiencing domestic violence situations.

“It’s not just the Immigrant Council’s numbers showing this rising prevalence of
domestic violence either. Domestic abuse in general has seen a 15% rise based on 2020
reports from An Garda Síochána compared to 2019, while a 2020 report from Women’s
Aid indicated a 90% increase in calls to Women’s Aid Helpline facilitated through a
language other than English compared to 2019. These numbers paint a frightening
picture for many migrant women in Ireland.

“Many of the people we help report feeling trapped and helpless, and in many cases
there are children involved which can contribute to the victim’s feeling of
powerlessness to leave the abusive environment. What we want them to know is that
they do not have to stay – that they have rights, and there is help available today.”

Funding for the Community Navigators
project was kindly provided by 
The Community Foundation of Ireland
and the Department of Justice.



Building for a diverse future:
Empowering migrant leaders

17 political
workshops 347 migrant

participants

We regularly hear from migrants who feel they don’t see themselves represented in several
key elements of Irish society, notably politics. Helping achieve better representation is a key
focus of the Immigrant Council’s work.

In 2021, we ran several workshops and 3 dedicated training programmes to help educate and
empower migrants to understand their voting rights and become activists and change makers
in their local communities.

Migrant Political Participation Workshops

Throughout the pandemic we continued to deliver workshops oriented
towards migrants interested in getting involved in Irish politics. Our
training empowered participants with the knowledge of how the various
political systems in Ireland operate and how to make the most of their
voting rights. The training also lays the foundation for becoming more
civically active in Irish society, whether it’s campaigning for causes or
taking part in elections.

In 2021 we ran:

involving

Migrant Leadership Training
Despite the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic, we continued to offer expert training to migrants
interested in learning the fundamentals of activism and community organising.
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Migrant Leadership
Academy

Migrant Electoral
Empowerment Programme

Migrant-Councillor
Internship Scheme

15 migrants took part in
our 8 week programme,
attending a series of
online workshops on
topics including
community organising,
storytelling, building
teams, campaigning and
much more.

15 migrants interested in
learning how to run an
election campaign
participated in our 6 week-
long empowerment
programme.

11 politically-interested
migrants took part in a
mentorship programme
with local city and county
council members from
counties including Cork,
Dublin, Galway, Kerry, and
Leitrim to learn the
fundamentals of local
Irish politics over a period
of 12 weeks.



Migrant Leader in Focus:
Lola Gonzalez

“I feel that sometimes minority
groups fail to be heard as no one
is representing them where the
big decisions are made. I hope to
see more migrants take up roles
of leadership so others see they
can do so as well. I want to live in
a community of inclusion and
where migrants are treated as
part of the society they call
home.

“I have come to know people in
my town through my job and
volunteering in local groups. I
think that in the current
environment never has this being
more important.”

Lola Gonzalez works as a Retail Manager in County Leitrim. Originally from
Panama, she came to Ireland 6 years ago, joining her husband here, who is
Irish. Lola was one of the participants in the Immigrant Council’s Migrant
Electoral Empowerment Programme, training migrants in the fundamentals
of Irish politics.

- Lola Gonzalez

“Some migrants will have a language barrier if they’ve another language as their first.
Transportation can be an obstacle since Ireland is a country of cars and the public
transportation system isn’t well developed. Not every migrant will have the finances to
own a car or have a driver’s license. Not having access to services can be another
obstacle since you’re not familiar on how to navigate the public systems in place.
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#WeAreHereToo
Addressing the Issue of Domestic Violence Against Migrant Women

In November 2021 the Immigrant Council helped raise awareness around the issue of domestic
violence as a form of gender-based violence intersecting with immigration statuses. The
campaign drew attention to the fact that the current immigration system enables domestic
violence, and misogynistic and racist perception of migrant women results in instances of
gender-based violence.

By sharing the harrowing stories of real migrant women, we led conversations about the lack of
inclusion of migrant-specific issues in the national discourse on domestic violence and gender-
based violence.

Empowerment through Knowledge
Last year, despite the pandemic, the Immigrant Council continued to provide information to
the public on immigration issues and developments through our website, social media
channels and our ongoing partnerships in the Irish media.

Over 109,000 people relied on our trusted information in 2021 to
understand the rapidly changing landscape of immigration rules and
processes due to the pandemic. Our advice and guidance afforded
comfort and peace of mind to tens of thousands of migrants and
their loved ones.

65,000 people visited
our website
info pages

44,100 social media 
followers

241 media 
articles

In 2021...
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We Defend

1. Our primary support is a telephone helpline which provides free,
confidential advice on all immigration queries. 

Our helpline answered more than 3,000 calls and emails in 2021.

2. The second tier of support is when a telephone call is deemed
insufficient and we need a face-to-face or virtual meeting to provide a
deeper level of support.

3. The third and most in-depth support is provided by the solicitors in our
Independent Law Centre, who take on over 50 new cases each year.

99
new cases

opened in 2021

A registered Independent Law Centre, we defend and advance the rights of people from a
migrant background through immigration-related direct legal services and campaign to reform
immigration legislation at the domestic, regional and international level. 

We protect and support vulnerable migrants including unaccompanied child migrants, women
and girls trafficked into Ireland for sexual exploitation, and migrants targeted with racial
abuse.

How we help
The Immigrant Council provides three tiers of immigration legal support to migrants:

Independent Law Centre
Our small legal team is professional, selfless and committed to pursuing justice for our clients. 

317
total legal cases

in 2021

218
cases ongoing

from 2020
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Independent Law Centre

Top legal issues handled in 2021:

• Securing residence
permissions for victims of
domestic violence
• Supporting migrant & refugee
family reunification
•Supporting citizenship
applications
•Addressing the issue of
Statelessness

• Providing assistance to
victims of trafficking in
securing residence and family
reunification
• Assisting unaccompanied
child migrants in securing
residence, citizenship and
family reunification

Extending the reach of our services
We are grateful for ongoing pro bono support from legal firms
including Arthur Cox, A&L Goodbody and Simmons & Simmons in
assisting us to deliver our services.

Once training has been provided by our legal team, pro bono
volunteers provide additional immigration support through our
helpline and law centre, expanding the availability of our free,
confidential services.

2 Legal
trainings 68 Trained

volunteers
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Protecting migrant women from
domestic abuse
Working to end all forms of gender-based violence remains one of the core priorities
of the Immigrant Council of Ireland. 

Gender-based violence is defined as any form of abuse or exploitation that is directed
at a person because of their gender. Gender-based violence predominantly affects
women and girls, intersecting with immigration status in areas such as human
trafficking and domestic violence.

Each year our legal and information services support dozens of migrant women who
find themselves in situations of domestic violence. Our support can range from simple
advice and referrals to legal representation to help a victim secure an independent
residency status separate from their abusive spouse.

In 2021, thanks to funding from the Lifes2good Foundation, the Immigrant Council was
able to begin dedicated outreach activities supporting migrant women victims of
domestic abuse in the West of Ireland.
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One such client is an Indian woman living in the West
of Ireland with her children and husband. The family
moved to Ireland based on the husband’s work permit.
Due to ongoing abuse by her husband, the woman was
referred to us by a local support service for help. 

The Immigrant Council legal team was able to provide
assistance to the woman, helping her to draft an
application for independent status to the Department
of Justice.

Despite a slowdown in Government services as a result of the Covid-19 pandemic, the
Department reviewed the woman’s application and quickly approved it, granting the
woman independent permission to reside and work in Ireland.

Today, she and her children have the opportunity to reclaim their lives without the
threat of violence, with the ability to live independently and be secure in their
immigration status without any dependence on the perpetrator of abuse.

The Immigrant Council of Ireland firmly believes that independent immigration status
should be accessible by all people after a certain length of time – regardless of family
relationship or incidents of domestic abuse. This is an ongoing issue we continue to
raise with the State in reforming the Irish immigration system.

Funding for this service was kindly
provided by the Lifes2good Foundation



Kids in Need of Defence (KIND)

83 child
migrants

provided dedicated
immigration support

Beyond Exploitation

Leveraging a network of 76 skilled volunteer legal professionals, we provided
dedicated immigration legal support to 83 child migrants who come to Ireland on their
own, separated from family back home and often at the mercy of language barriers. 

Through our partnership with the Kids in Need of Defence (KIND) project in the United
States, we continue to help secure citizenship and family reunification for many
unaccompanied child migrants each year.

Top issues:
Age assessments,
Delays in making

decisions, Issuing of
travel documents
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In 2021 the Immigrant Council was proud
to be a partner along with the National
Women's Council of Ireland and Ruhama
in our Beyond Exploitation campaign,
defending the human right not to be
bought or sold for sex. 

The campaign works to support the most
vulnerable people in prostitution by
giving a voice to women and girls,
including migrants, and ensuring
supports and options exist for those
wishing to leave prostitution. 



Anti-racism Support Service

The Immigrant Council provides support, information and referrals to people
who have experienced or witnessed racist incidents in Ireland. Our service
offers a non-judgemental approach enabling a person to tell their story and
decide on what they want to do with their complaint. 

We also monitor racist incidents in Ireland to inform our advocacy work to
ensure the State works to develop effective solutions against all forms of
racism and discrimination.

99
people who reported a

racist incident to us

In 2021 we provided
support to
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Other
24.2%

At home
22.2%

In the street
20.2%

Workplace
14.1%

Accessing public services
10.1%

On public transport
5.1%

Social media
4%

Location of incidents:



We Research
Our work continues to be informed by research and evidence. In 2021 we produced
ground-breaking pieces of research on topics including identifying the needs of
victims of human trafficking, supporting migrants targeted by racism, understanding
barriers facing migrants in becoming involved in Irish politics and other integration-
related areas.

At any given time our team are involved in a wide variety of research programmes
within Ireland and across Europe.

Research into the trafficking of
women and girls

Human trafficking is a prominent form of gender-based
violence against women and remains a priority area of focus
for the Immigrant Council. We provide legal services and
lead integration and policy campaigns to benefit trafficked
migrant women in Ireland.

Through our practical experience and collaborations with
partner organisations working to end human trafficking, we
have undertaken extensive research delving into the unique
needs of victims of trafficking in reclaiming their lives
following exploitation.

TRIPS: TRafficked
International Protection
beneficiaries’ Special needs

2021 marked the second year of our EU-funded project to research the experiences
and needs of victims of trafficking who are seeking international protection in 4
countries. The project aims for the development of best practices in supporting
international protection beneficiaries that can be shared with other countries and
organisations in the form of a practical toolkit.

Despite the pandemic, multiple meetings took place in 2021 and we launched a
practical toolkit and country report to assist public service providers in supporting
victims of trafficking applying for international protection. It is hoped these best-
practice guidelines will improve integration outcomes for many migrant women who
are survivors of human trafficking.
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COALESCE

COALESCE is a 2 year-long initiative between 9
organisations across the EU working to support
victims of trafficking who are usually migrant
women by providing gender-specific supports in
psycho-social, legal and economic matters.,

The project also aims to develop synergies and
best practices for frontline professionals and
practitioners in swiftly identifying victims and
allocating supports, as well as improving
cooperation between countries in these areas.

Coalesce aims to place the voices and authentic
opinions of trafficked women at the centre of the
work to provide support to victims of trafficking.
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Racial Justice Convening

Our Racial Justice Convening took place in December 2021 and brought together activists,
experts, campaigners and social justice champions to discuss key issues around racial
justice in Ireland and develop recommendations to achieve effective progress and positive
societal change.

Participants discussed anti-racism in Ireland against the backdrop of the growing public
awareness about racial justice, as well as the State's efforts to improve hate crime
legislation and update the National Action Plan Against Racism.  

In addition, participants explored the future of racial justice in Ireland and ways to achieve
progress and change.  

The findings of this convening will support the decision-making process of philanthropists
who wish to support work in this field.  



We Educate

The Immigrant Council firmly believes that through education, many of the issues
facing migrants and barriers to inclusion can be resolved. The pandemic forced us to
move all of our trainings online, but nevertheless we continued to organise workshops
and educational programmes to businesses, services, schools and organisations
covering a wide suite of topics concerning migrant rights and diversity.

In 2021, we held:

Immigrant Council Training

53 Anti-racism & 
Diversity trainings involving 848 Participants from

businesses & services

21 Immigration law
trainings

involving 508 Solicitors, frontline
service providers &
social workers

17 Political participation
workshops involving 347 Migrants learning about

voting rights

7 Human trafficking
trainings

involving 104 Participants including
public service providers

FAIR Plus judicial training

Safe country of origin 
Vulnerability in the context of migration
The impact of Covid19 on the human rights of migrants and
refugees 
Gender based persecution claims 
Preliminary references to the European Court of Justice

In October 2021 the Immigrant Council organised an exchange of
information between judges in Ireland and the Czech Republic as
part of our two year FAIR Plus programme which promotes access to
justice for migrants across the EU by developing and delivering
specialised training aimed at judges and other judicial decision-
makers in immigration matters.

The training focused on several key areas including:
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3 Migrant leadership
programmes

involving 41 Migrant participants



We Work Together

By leveraging the expertise and resources of our partners and allies in the fight for
equality, the Immigrant Council strives to expand the reach of its services ensuring no
migrant is left behind. Despite a challenging year, 2021 continued to be a year of
ongoing collaboration between the Immigrant Council, migrant communities,
Government bodies at the local and national level, and civil society organisations
regionally, nationally and internationally.

By working together we maximise the impact of our advocacy and our campaigns and
ensure we adopt the most effective approaches to deliver real change.

40 Partnerships and
collaborations with Irish
civil society groups

Over

30
Partnerships and
collaborations with
organisations across
Europe including EU bodies

Over
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